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We could not even imagine doing what we do every single day without the heartfelt support from all of 
our patients, families, partners, volunteers and supporters. Our Cherishing Life mission is inspired by all 
of your commitment, compassion and generosity.
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                   ospice of the Calumet Area’s Annual        
                   Report is usually filled with updates on  
                   the work we have done to enhance the  
                   quality of life for those living with life-limiting 
illnesses, and we are pleased to report that 2020 was 
another successful year for our organization, despite the 
challenges brought by the Coronavirus pandemic. 

HCA remained open and provided the same high-quality 
care you would expect from us throughout the year, 
even if it looked a little different. This included care at 
our hospice house, the William J. Riley Memorial 
Residence. Though we needed to screen and limit 
visitors, families were still able to be with their loved 
ones at a time when other facilities were not able to 
allow visitors. The pandemic certainly challenged our 
innovation and resilience, making us a better 
organization. For example, we are holding memorial 
services and grief support groups virtually. Family 
members who do not live in the area can take 
advantage of these important bereavement services. 
The feedback has been overwhelmingly positive. 

We also needed to re-imagine all of our community 
events, such as our annual Seeds of Hope dinner and 
Hospice Hustle cycling event. We were disappointed not 
to recognize our honorees, Dr. Robert and Lydia 
Dershewitz, in the way we wanted last year, so be sure 
to read their story in this report. 

We are grateful for the community support of our virtual 
events in 2020.  As everyone struggled with difficulties 
brought on by the pandemic, we appreciate your 
commitment to our mission. Because of your generosity, 
we were able to remain true to one of our core values, 
providing that same high-quality care for each patient 
regardless of their ability to pay. The value of our charity 
care, sequestration reductions and other adjustments 
totaled $2 million in uncompensated care.    
  

H
Our palliative Transitions™ support program 
experienced another record-breaking year with over 
500 clients and families receiving the help they 
needed. Transitions is a unique, free program for those 
dealing with serious illness but not yet hospice-ready.   

While many of our activities were put on hold because 
of restrictions and safety concerns, many of our 
volunteers continued to provide essential services in 
the office to keep the clinical team equipped with 
needed supplies and give patient and family support 
and meals at the WJR. We are grateful for the courage 
and commitment of these loyal individuals. 

And of course, our dedicated Friends of Hospice and 
Hospice Artisans immediately switched gears to 
produce hundreds of masks for staff and families at a 
time when personal protective gear was in short supply 
and the future was unknown. One of our board 
members even brought in essentials such as cleaning 
supplies, paper towels and toilet paper so staff and 
patient families would not have to search for them.  
The Hospice Artisans then got back to work making 
their beautiful hand-crafted items, and with the 
expertise of yet another volunteer and HCA staff, 
launched an online store in time for the holiday gift- 
giving season. 

We are honored to serve the Calumet Region and 
inspired by the selfless support of so many of you 
during this unprecedented year. Together we are 
Cherishing Life and impacting lives in our community. 

Impacting Lives 
LEADING WITH COMPASSION

ADRIANNE MAY 
CEO 
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Volunteers Cherish Life
                    ospice of the Calumet Area (HCA)  
                    volunteers are relied upon in many  
                    ways to help provide high-quality  
                    hospice and Transitions™ services to 
our community.  

Working through a global pandemic, HCA faced 
new challenges and uncertainties. However, one 
thing remained certain – our volunteers stayed fully 
committed to supporting the mission of HCA.   

Volunteer Coordinator Cynthia Camp couldn’t be 
more proud of an amazing core of individuals who 
found ways to continue their support.  

“During this past year, when the pandemic changed 
so many practices, some of our volunteers 
continued to work in the office,” said Camp. “They 
also called our bereaved families, screened visitors 
at the hospice house and provided meals and 
companionship, all doing so within safety guidelines 
to let patients and families know that they were 
being thought of and cared for. Our volunteers are 
unstoppable.”   

Approximately, 115 volunteers contributed 7,283 
hours of their time, which provided $198,097 in 
financial savings for the organization. Adding in the 
Board of Directors, Friends of Hospice and Hospice 
Artisans, HCA has over 400 individuals who give of 
their time, talent and resources to our hospice 
mission.    

                    

H The Friends of 
Hospice, Hospice of 
the Calumet Area’s 
fundraising 
auxiliary, were able 
to host their annual 
Friends & Fashion 
Style Show early in 
the year, but then 
hit the ground 
running and 
reinvented  
its Seeds of Hope 
and Mum’s the Word 
events.  

The Hospice Artisans quickly started making masks 
for our staff, patients and families when PPE was in 
short supply. They also took advantage of the time 
away from in-person shows to launch their own e-
commerce website HospiceArtisans.org. 

Friends of Hospice President Courtney Markovich 
was moved by the group’s creativity.  

“I am so grateful to these amazing individuals for 
continuing to support the hospice mission in their own 
unique way during these unprecedented times,” said 
Markovich. “I am extremely thankful to be part of this 
extraordinary organization.” 
   

CONTINUING THE COMMITMENT 

HCA Partner Heather Brooks loves her        
mask designed by the Hospice Artisans. 
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HCA Receives Hospice Honors Elite
                    ospice of the Calumet Area (HCA)  
                    Patient Care Coordinator Diane Muskin  
                    says the most rewarding part of her job  
                    is working with “such a wonderful  
                    group of understanding and dedicated  
                    partners.”  

In 2020, for the second year in a row, HCA was 
presented by HEALTHCAREfirst, a leading provider 
of quality service, filling and coding services, surveys 
and advanced analytics, with its highest recognition 
Hospice Honors Elite. 

“We are excited to recognize Hospice of the Calumet 
Area with the highest honors and 
wish them continued success,” 
said Misty Skinner, 
HEALTHCAREfirst executive  
vice president. 

HCA partners were humbled to 
receive the acknowledgment but 
many feel cherishing their patients and families is 
really the true blessing. 

“This is really a calling for us,” said J.D. Dzurovcik. “It 
takes a special person to do the work we do every 
single day with the honor and integrity of our patients 
and their families at the forefront of our service. It’s 
really God’s work.” 

Dzurovcik embraced his calling at 45 years old when 
his mother challenged him to go back to school to 
pursue his nursing degree. J.D. felt honored to care 
for his parents at the end of their lives.  

H HCA RN Tammy 
VanVleet said her 
journey to the 
organization came 
after years of 
working in the 
hospitals, and 
because of health 
issues, she was 
forced to 
reevaluate her 
career path.  

“The best thing about being a hospice nurse is that it 
allows me to be the type of nurse that I set 
out to be,” said VanVleet. “Sitting with 
patients, holding their hand, singing to them 
and showing them that I care is my reward 
and satisfaction. I have grown stronger in my 
faith because I have learned to appreciate 
everything I have and see how quickly things 
can change.” 

HEALTHCAREfirst’s criteria includes having 20 of 24 
superior measures. For the past two years, HCA has 
garnered perfect scores resulting in Honor Elite status.  

“We’ve been nationally recognized since 2015 for our 
service, and that is simply a testament to each of our 
partners’ commitment to treating patients with respect, 
compassion and dignity,” said Diane Muskin, HCA 
patient care coordinator. “Over the years, families have 
repeatedly told me our nurses and aides are angels, that 
they couldn’t have done it without them. That’s pretty 
special.”   

SERVING WITH HONOR

J.D. Dzurovcik feels his nursing job 
at HCA is “a calling.” 
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“Kayne Bolint is a wonderful 
hospice nurse. She 
consistently goes above and 
beyond in every way. She 
calls and checks in even 
when she’s not working. 
That means so much to our 
family. We are grateful for 
her commitment to her 
patients and her inspiring 
nursing.”


-Patient family member



HCA Board of Directors
EMBRACING THE HOSPICE MISSION

RUTHELLYN BOBAK 

LINDA DELUNAS, PhD 
Indiana University Northwest 

GENE DIAMOND, PRESIDENT 
Franciscan Alliance 

JANICE S. DOBRINICH 

LINDA G. EISENHAUER 

DONALD P. FESKO 
Community Foundation of NWI 

R. MITCHELL GAFFIGAN 
Purdue Federal Credit Union 

R. LOUIE GONZALEZ 
Ivy Tech Community College 

REBECCA A. GROVE 
Franciscan Alliance 

WILLIAM A. HASSE III 
Hasse Construction 

COREY HECHT 
Merrill Lynch 

PATRICIA A. KISH 
The Wounded Healers 

PATRICIA A. LAZZARO 

JOANNE C. MARKIEWICZ 

JEFFREY M. MONBERG 
Quarles & Brady LLP 

ROCHARDA MOORE MORRIS 
Innovative Solutions  

LYLE R. MUNN, MD 
Hospice of the Calumet Area 

PAULA E. NEFF 
Emerson-Neff LLP 

RALPH D. NEFF 
Mechanical Concepts, Inc. 

DAVID B. NELLANS 

KAY NELSON 
Northwest Indiana Forum 

LINDA D. RANDOLPH 
Innovative Solutions 

RICHARD G. REFFKIN, DDS 

JOHN T. STEPHENS 

MARY KATE TESKE 
Bosak Auto 

PEYMON TORABI 
Peoples Bank 

RABBI LEONARD ZUKROW 
Temple Beth-El 

COURTNEY. MARKOVICH 
Friends of Hospice, ex-officio 

Federal Reserve Bank 

ADRIANNE MAY, CEO 
Hospice of the Calumet Area 

EMERITUS MEMBERS 

NATHAN A. CARRAS 

ELEANOR KAY-MIRICH 

MSGR. JOSEPH SEMANCIK 
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“I’ve been a member of the board of directors since 1992. 
I’m so proud to be part of such a caring and compassionate 
organization. The work done at Hospice of the Calumet 
Area is so special and inspiring. Our family was touched as 
my husband spent his last six days at the William J. Riley 
Residence. The staff and the care was incredible.”


-Linda Eisenhauer, HCA board member



Exploring and Supporting the Community
                    he Hospice Hustle took on a virtual  
                    spin in 2020 and despite social  
                    distancing, it was a great success.  
                     
Event co-chairs Bill Hasse and Gus Galante, 
encouraged cyclists to Explore the Community to 
Support the Community by choosing their own 
routes and sending in photos after their ride. Hasse 
and Galante were unsure how successful a virtual 
event would be, but to their surprise, 100 cyclists 
and 85 sponsors stepped up and helped to raise 
$47,000, proving to be one of the most successful 
Hospice Hustle events to date. 

Hospice Hustle cyclist Eric Tonk, decided to make 
the most of his ride by turning the virtual experience 
into his “bucket list”- a ride around Lake Michigan in 
support of the hospice mission. Tonk had 
participated in the Hustle for the past five years, 
with 2020 marking his sixth event. He mapped out 
his 1,035-mile route around Lake Michigan and 
chronicled his 15-day expedition on social media, 
including daily updates on the Hospice Hustle 
Facebook page.  
   
Feeling stress from the pandemic and working 
through personal unrest, the “Circle Tour de Tonk,” 
was truly a form of therapy, according to Tonk.  

“I went through a very tough breakup and almost 
thought about backing out,” said Tonk. “I am so glad 
I didn’t because, ultimately, the ride provided me 
with tremendous clarity and confidence.”     

T Every time Tonk 
crossed a body of 
water, he would 
acknowledge 
something that he 
was grateful for, 
which occurred 7 to 
10 times each day.  

“And now, I write 
three things I am 
grateful for every 
day and try not to 
have repeats,” 
said Tonk. “This 
act has really 
helped me with 
clarity and putting perspective into my life.”   

On Tonk’s last day of the ride, a few friends met him 
in Michigan and joined him on the final leg of his 
journey, which ultimately ended in the front yard of 
his home in Miller. He was surprised by a fan base, 
which included excited family members, and friends, 
on hand to help celebrate his success as he crossed 
the finish line.  

It goes without saying, 2020 was an unprecedented 
year, and for some, the pandemic provided a sacred 
pause to cherish life. 

HOSPICE HUSTLE’S FIRST VIRTUAL RIDE

Hospice Hustle participants share their 
enthusiasm as they trek through their 
communities during 2020’s virtual event.
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“Every time I crossed a body of 
water, I would say something I was 
grateful for, which occurred 7 to 10 
times a day. And now, I write three 
things I am grateful for every day 
and try not to have repeats. This 
act has really helped me with 
clarity and perspective in my life.”  


-Eric Tonk, Hospice Hustle Cyclist



Serving with Generosity and Compassion
                     ospice of the Calumet Area  
                     volunteer Lydia Dershewitz’s fondest  
                     memories came years ago while  
                     working her regular Wednesday shift 
at the William J. Riley Memorial Residence.  

“A patient was admitted in the late afternoon and 
after the nurses were finished checking him in, I 
popped in to discuss his dinner plans,” said 
Dershewitz. “At first he just looked around and 
didn’t answer me, and I wasn’t sure what was going 
on until all of a sudden, he looked me straight in the 
eyes and said, ‘This is the most beautiful place I 
have ever lived.’ His last days were spent in a place 
he came to love, not in pain, not alone and treated 
with dignity.” 

Dershewitz said she will never forget his face and 
words. She feels all HCA volunteers get back more 
than they give.  

In 2020, Hospice of the Calumet Area honored Dr. 
Robert and Lydia Dershewitz for their countless 
support to the organization.  

In 2006, Lydia was instrumental in creating the 
Hospice Artisans, a group of 80 volunteers 
dedicated to making unique hand-crafted items 
such as journals, cards, jewelry, handbags and pet 
toys, to name a few. Since the group’s inception, It 
has raised over $600,000 for HCA supporting their 
mission to care for patients and families. This year, 
the Artisans took their skills online and created 
HospiceArtisans.org to sell their products. 

H “Lydia and Bob 
Dershewitz are the 
most generous and 
compassionate 
power couple I 
know,” said Cynthia 
Camp, HCA 
volunteer 
coordinator. “Their 
genuine support for 
each other’s work is 
inspiring. We are 
grateful for the 
leadership and 
compassion Lydia 
and Bob bring to 
HCA.”

Camp remembers 
Lydia’s arrival in 
April 1999 and the immediate enthusiasm she had for 
the hospice mission. Camp feels people gravitate to her 
because of her “authentic kindness.”

“During the pandemic, Lydia and Dr. Bob purchased 
dinners and sent cards to our staff to keep their spirits 
up,” said Camp. “That meant the world to our team 
because many of them worked tirelessly around the 
clock and picked up additional shifts to make sure our 
patients and families were cared for.”

INSPIRATIONAL LEADERSHIP

As a token of Hospice of the Calumet 
Area’s appreciation, Lydia and Dr. Bob 
Dershewitz were gifted with this portrait 
by Ann Latinovich.
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“A patient was admitted in the late 
afternoon and after the nurses 
finished checking him in, I popped 
in to discuss dinner plans. At first 
he just looked around and didn’t 
answer me, and I wasn’t sure what 
was going on until all of a sudden 
he looked me straight in the eyes 
and said, ‘This is the most 
beautiful place I have ever lived.’ 
His last days were spent in a place 
he came to love, not in pain, not 
alone and treated with dignity.”  


-Lydia Dershewitz, HCA volunteer/

 Hospice Artisan



Merging Technology and Compassion
                     ospice of the Calumet Area  
                     Bereavement Facilitator Sarah Ticich  
                     had mixed feelings about technology  
                     months ago. During the COVID-19 
pandemic, her mind quickly changed as she 
learned to embrace its impact on her work. 

Ticich and her partner, Krystle Kerkow, created 
Healing Hearts virtual support groups to connect 
with families. 

“Traditionally, the one-on-one interactions were 
helpful in building relationships, but innovation like 
technology has had a tremendous impact on grief,” 
said Ticich. “The bottom line is that having a strong 
presence, even virtually, in society is crucial. People 
are still suffering, perhaps even more now than 
ever.” 

Ticich feels the pandemic has enabled 
professionals to rethink social work. 

“Many families are facing a lack of closure when 
their loved ones die,” said Ticich. “Any loss is 
painful, but not being able to have family and 
friends around you during times of need can have a 
significant impact on how people deal with loss.” 

Ticich points to the fact that technology has enabled 
her program to have the opportunity to connect with 
family members across the country who would not 
have that option otherwise. 

    

H The HCA 
Bereavement 
Department also 
hosted its first 
virtual memorial 
celebration in 
2020, honoring 
lives of patients 
that have 
passed. 

“Our spiritual team 
at Hospice of The 
Calumet Area is 
often faced with 
the challenge of 
helping our 
patients seek meaning in both living and 
dying,” said Sharon Lund, HCA spiritual counselor. 
“There are many layers to our lives: physical, social, 
cultural, mental, emotional and spiritual. It’s really an 
honor to build relationships with our patients and our 
families.” 

During the pandemic, Lund said the spiritual team 
continued to address their patients’ thoughts, stories, 
hopes and even fears, on their journey. 

“In 2020, we faced many challenges but overcame 
them with a commitment to connection,” said Lund. 
“We just continued to find ways to cherish life.”

POWER OF CONNECTION

HCA’s Spiritual Counselor Reecinda Burns 
plays “Somewhere Over the Rainbow” 
during the celebration of life ceremony.
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“Many families are facing a lack of 
closure when their loved ones die. 
Any loss is painful, but not being 
able to have family and friends 
around you during times of need 
can have a significant impact on 
how people deal with loss.”  


-Sarah Ticich, Hospice of the 
Calumet Area bereavement 
facilitator



Meeting Clients where they are
                     ransitions™ licensed social workers        
                     provide education, health care  
                     advocacy and connections to  
                     resources for individuals and their 
families, who have been diagnosed with a serious 
illness and given a prognosis of one to two years.  

“Transitions is near and dear to my heart,” said 
Laurie Yothment, Transitions coordinator. “I love 
working with families and offering our free 
community support program dedicated to improving 
the quality of life for our clients and their families 
facing life limiting illnesses.”  

Transitions provides much more than support to 
community members during uncertain times. It also 
provides care and compassion when needed most.  

The pandemic brought many challenges that 
caused our health care system to become 
overloaded. As a result, the Transitions program 
experienced increased use and referrals from 
physicians, community-based providers, and skilled 
care facilities. With more people wanting to be 
cared for in their homes, Transitions continued to 
grow with 352 new individuals seeking our unique 
palliative model.   

Transitions social workers, adapted to the 
pandemic restrictions by conducting client and 
family meetings virtually or by phone. 

T “We meet people 
where they are at, 
and our skilled 
team has 
numerous 
resources to 
support our 
clients and 
families,” added 
Yothment.

They personally 
set up virtual 
meetings to assist 
clients who were 
unable to connect physically with their 
families. And when it became possible to visit clients 
in their homes or at skilled care facilities, our social 
workers diligently wore PPE and received Covid tests 
twice a week to provide in-person assistance and 
offer virtual calls so clients could see their loved 
ones. 

Since the program’s inception in 2001, 2,526 
individuals have benefitted from this distinct type of 
customized care.

“At the end of the day, Transitions is about caring for 
people with compassion and dignity,” said Yothment.

ANSWERING THE CALL

Transitions RN Kim Morris catches  
up on client phone calls. 
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“I love working with families and offering 
our free community support program 
dedicated to improving the quality of life 
for our clients and their families facing life 
limiting illnesses.” 

  

-Laurie Yothment, Transitions coordinator





Lake County Office
600 Superior Ave., Munster, IN 46321
219.922.2732/708.895.8332
Porter County Office
1190 N. State Road 49, Porter, IN 46304
Illinois Office 
3256 Ridge Road, Suite 207, Lansing, IL 60438

www.HospiceCalumet.org

http://www.HospiceCalumet.org
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